
*nix Processes
Starting, Stopping, and Everything Else In Between



What Is a Process?
● Running instance of a program

● Program is a series of instructions 

and data

● Operating systems take this 

information and turn it into 

something useful

● Need to be able to run multiple 

processes



Running a process
● Any time a command is run a new process is launched

● New process is assigned an ID aka Process ID (PID)

● Can be run in the foreground or background



Virtualization
Abstraction by the operating system 

to give each running process the 

appearance that it is the only process 

that “owns” the CPU



Process Scheduling
Policy for how the OS decides which 

programs to execute at what time. 

Can be determined in a number of 

ways:

● Historical

● Workload

● Performance



Context Switching
Way for the operating system to stop 

one running program and start 

another one.

Operating systems try to optimize 

this as much as possible as it takes 

time to save and load resources.



Components of a Process
Memory

Instructions are stored in 

memory as well as the data 

that a running program 

and read and write.

This is known as the 

address space.

Registers

Program read and update 

data stored in registers. 

Instruction pointer stores 

the address of the next 

instruction to execute.

Storage

Programs also need to be 

able to read and write data 

to a hard drive. This can be 

used for saving data or 

reading a list of files from 

the file system.



From a Program to a Process
● Load code and static data into address space

● Allocate memory for the stack

● Allocate memory for the heap

● I/O initialization



Process States
Running

A process is under control 

of the CPU and executing 

instructions in the 

program.

Only one program is 

available in this state

Ready

The program is ready to be 

executed but is waiting for 

it’s turn on the CPU.

More than one process can 

be in this state.

Blocked

A process has performed 

an action that makes it not 

ready to run until a certain 

condition is met.

A common example is an 

I/O request to the hard 

drive.



Process States



System Calls

Provides an interface between a 

process and the operating system. 

This can include:

● New processes

● Hardware access

● Scheduling tasks



Process API’s
Create

● Create a new process to execute the program

● Double clicking an icon or executing a 

command

Destroy

● Used when a program does not exit 

successfully

● Stop frozen or runaway processes

Wait

● Block parent process until child process has 

completed

Status

● Information about a running process

● How long has it run or what is it’s status



System Calls
fork()

Used for creating a new process which is 

known as the child process. Creates an 

almost identical copy of the calling process.

Note:

● Returns the id of the child process to 

the parent and 0 to the child

● Will have different memory spaces

wait()

Blocks the process that called it until a child 

process exits or sent a signal. 

Note:

● If there are no child processes when 

wait() is called it has no effect on the 

process



Process Flow



System Calls
exec()

Used when you want to execute a program 

that is different from the calling program.

Replaces the current process with the new 

process

Note:

● Control never returns to the parent 

unless there is an error.

kill()

Used for sending signals to another process. 

Options:

● SIGINT - interrupt process with intent 

to terminate it.

● SIGTSTP - stop signal to pause and can 

be resumed later
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